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Why Diamond Search?
Diamond Search is an out-of-the-box search solution for OXID
eShop. It means, the effort to install it and set up is minimal and it
does not require any additional servers, services, search engines,
server configuration, … You save a lot of resources!
Diamond Search provides most of features that a modern search
engine needs including autocomplete, search filters, extended
search forms, promotion features, dashboard and many more!
It is a module designed especially for OXID eShop, so has very
good compatibility and is still flexible and easy to extend or integrate
into any custom shop.

Diamond Search benefits comparing to other search modules
★ Easy installation and set up
★ No additional server required
★ No external search engine required
★ No dependency on 3rd party web services
★ No extra fees per each search query
★ Fully automated indexing
★ Simple search fields configuration
★ Flexible front end integration
★ Not encrypted source code - easy to extend
★ Up to date documentation
★ Free version available for OXID eShop Community Edition
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How

it works?

Diamond Search is designed as an out-of-the-box search solution for OXID eShop platform.
It means, that You don’t need to care about any 3rd party search engine installation or
configuration. What is more, You do not even have to care about indexing or initial configuration
- Diamond Search is nicely pre-configured and starts indexing by itself on the first activation!
So how does it work? Diamond Search is based on a quite simple assumption - users search for
one or more words (search terms), and expected result are articles containing those words. It is
obvious of course, but the best thing about it is, that terms tend to be not so numerous in a shop
and their count might be even less than articles count in a shop. So, indexing process finds and
saves all the terms and also their relations to articles. As simple as that!
This idea allowed to build a small yet smart and efficient search engine within a single module!
Adding automation of: installation, configuration, indexing and Your shop can now have all the
main features of modern search engine with no effort of integration or configuration!

Main Features
★ Search by any fieldof an article, category, vendor, manufacturer, attribute
or any other custom field

★ Autocompletefunction in search field with personalized search hints
feature

★ Configurable search filtersincluding price range filter and fancy color filter
★ CMS pages search
★ Advanced searchform (not yet in v0.6.2)
★ Promotion articlesfeature
★ Stop wordsconfigurable per language
★ Automatic indexingon each request, auto-indexing on article update, a
script for mass indexing

★ Lots of useful search settingsto match Your needs
★ Monitor pageto track indexing process, index contents and search
statistics

★ Built in boosted search performance for great result even in large shops
★ Support of unlimited languages and unlimited sub-shops, and many more!
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Search

fields

By default, module is configured for all relevant fields and filters suitable for OXID demo shop.
To modify, add, remove or configure search fields just edit fields definition array in the module
file - config.php. Just follow instructions it the file comments for more information.

Autocomplete
When user enters first few characters, a list of matching hints appearsto go for the desired
search term with one click and ensure no typos. Additional feature is tracking of previous
successful search queriesso that users never miss what they have searched before! It’s a good
option for B2B shops where carts often tend to have same products. (See Pictures 1, 2)

Search

filters

In search fields configuration You can choose what fields would become search filters. Usually
these are fields with limited selection of values, like size, color, manufacturer and so on. Filters
allow users to narrow their search and also provide a good hint on what Your shop contains. So,
filters serve as an additional navigation layer. (See Picture 3)
There is also a special price range filter, which allows to search within a desired price scope!
(See Picture 4) Also to mention the color attribute filter, which colors itself according to color
name of matching articles. (See Picture 3)
Search filters in Diamond Search work similar to the search field itself, so provide not strict
result, but rather extend search query for matching articles. Such behaviour makes filters only
smarter!

Advanced Search Form (not yet in v0.6.2)
Let Your customers reach products faster - users would select several filters and then
corresponding search results appear! Advanced search form is a widget with configurable
search dropdowns.
In Diamond Search fields configuration choose what fields should appear in the form and set
sorting order. Advanced search form works nicely together with Diamond Search filters! In the
fields config just add a “form” key and that’s it - field would go into advanced search form!
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Promotion Articles
Need to display a special selection of articles? Diamond Search promotion widget allows to
create special promotion lists simply by telling what the search engine, what results You expect!
An example could be “core kites” - all “CORE” kites would be displayed in a promotion box. Or
“blue jeans W 30/L 30” - would show only blue jeans of the defined size.
For an easy setup just define promotion keywords in Diamond Search module settings.
Optionally You can use the widget directly and provide keywords just in a template to create any
promotion selection on any page You want!

Configurable Stop Words
Diamond Search in pre-configured to skip most common unwanted search terms for English
and German languages. These are words, which have no impact on search and would only
make search slower. Default stop words could be adjusted in the module translation files.
Additionally there is a module configuration section, where custom stop word could be entered
for each language. Use this feature for skip specific unwanted search terms of Your shop.

Indexing
Why You should care about the indexing? Let Diamond Search do the job! On the module
activation, it adds all articles to initial indexing queue. What is more, module automatically
indexes a small bunch of articles per each shop request. This has almost no effect on shop
performance, but allows it to index all data automatically. In module configuration You can
adjust the process by setting preferred bunch size.
And You can forget about new articles indexing or changed articles indexing - Diamond Search
handles that on the fly. Each changed entry becomes indexed on its save event!
Finally, if You have lots of articles, best option is to use a cron.phpscript
, which You can
execute from a command line or directly in web and index much bigger article bunches per one
run. Of course you can automate its execution with periodical task managers (like crontab in
Linux/Unix, for example). All usage instructions are in the cron.phpfile comments.
Indexing might be slow sometimes, but the search will be really fast thanks to optimized and
carefully tested database design!
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Search

Options

In module settings You can adjust lots of options to match Your needs. Choose how search
should behave, what number of hints it should show, what features to enable or disable. (See
Picture 5)
Just some of the options are:
● Fall back to default OXID search on no results - useful while indexing is in progress
● Show variantsin hitlist or only the parent articles - useful for B2B shops
● Search by a part of search keyword or by full keyword only - more flexibility VS. better
performance
● Search multiple terms with OR or AND logic - more results VS. more precise result

Monitor

Page

Diamond Search provides a monitor page- dashboard with indexing progress, index statistics,
recent terms statistics, most searched terms statistics and so on. (See Picture 6)
It allows You to examine not only the status of Diamond Search module, but also see what Your
shop mostly consists of (in means of search terms), and also, what users search for in Your
shop.
You can configure the monitor page to be public - available for anyone, or private - available
only for administrator logged in to eshop frontend.
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How to and FAQ


Q:How do I install Diamond Search module?
A:Simply copy the content of 
copy_this/folder from installation package to Your shop
root folder, then log in to administration are and go to: Extensions -> Modules, select Diamond
Search module in the modules list and click “Activate”.
Q:Do I need to install database tables, or do a mandatory configuration, or clean
cache, or update database views, or any other additional actions to install the module?
A:No, just activate it!
Q:How to adjust module settings?
A:In shop administration backend, go to Extensions -> Modules, select Diamond
Search, open Settings tab. Change what You like and press “Save”.
Q: How do I configure my custom fields and attributes to search by?
A:Refer to config.phpfile located in the module folder and follow the instruction in the
file comments to add, edit, remove or adjust search fields.
Q:Fields configuration was changed, but search still does not reflect that. Why?
A:After changing fields configuration You must trigger full re-indexing by deactivating
the module and activating it again.
Q:How do I re-index all articles?
A:In shop administration backend, go to Extensions -> Modules, select Diamond
Search, press “Deactivate” and then “Activate” again.
Q:How do I open Diamond Search monitor page?
A:There is an extra menu in shop administration backend: Diamond Search -> Monitor.
Q:Why entering more search terms show more results instead of narrowing
search results?
A:It is either OR logic enabled or the fallback to default search enabled in module
settings. You can adjust that in the module settings and change this behaviour.
Q:Why search does not find any results by a part of a word?
A:You just have to enable search by a part of a term in the module settings.
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Q:Why Diamond Search does not work in my shop as in demo shop?
A:Reasons might be many, but in general it is due to customizations. If other modules
override same functionality as Diamond Search or Your database was heavily customized, You
need to examine Diamond Search source code and create required adjustments in Your custom
module(s).
Q:What effort it might take to adjust my modules and make Diamond Search work
in my customized shop?
A:It depends. But please notice, that Diamond Search extends default search and is
fully compatible with it. It is very transparent for default shop behavior to remain stable. So, if
Your module(s) follow OXID standards and good practices, effort will be none or minimal.
Q:Autocomplete field does not work. What should I do?
A:In case You have a custom theme, it might be, that you search field is either in
non-default template, or in other block or named differently. Just see how it is extended in
Diamond Search block ddrdiamondsearchheaderblock.tpl and do same in Your theme. If You
are using older shop versions, please update jQuery plugin version.
Q:Why filters does not appear on search results page?
A:It might be, that Your search results templates does not use standard template or
block. But You can add filters in any template You want since they come as a widget DdrDiamondSearchFiltersWidget.
Q:How to add more custom colors to color filter?
A:You should add colors to filters CSS file. For details see how it handles default colors
in the module CSS file /out/src/css/ddrdiamondsearchfilters.css.
Q:How to customize and configure advanced search form?
A:Advanced search fields are configured together with all other search and filter fields in
the confg.phpfile located in Diamond Search module folder. If You want a field to appear in the
advanced search form, just add key “form” for field configuration. A value of the “form” key
stands for field ordering priority.
To remove a field from form, just remove “form” key from the configuration.
To disable form, remove all “form:” keys from the configuration.
Q:How to use default Promotion Articles widget?
A:By default, there is a promotion articles widget set on shop home page. It is
configured module settings, section Promotion Articles Widget Settings: just set a search query
for the desider articles to be found in the widget and name the widget box as You like.
To disable the widget, remove query string.
For more information see comment in module file:
components/widgets/ddrdiamondsearcharticleswidget.php
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Q:How to use custom Promotion Articles widget?
A:Since it is OXID widget, simply call it in any template You like:
Default widget (configurable in module settings):
[{oxid_include_widget cl="DdrDiamondSearchArticlesWidget"}]
Custom widget use query and title attributes:
[{oxid_include_widget cl="DdrDiamondSearchArticlesWidget" query="search
query" title="TRANSLATION_STRING"}]
For more information see comment in module file:
components/widgets/ddrdiamondsearcharticleswidget.php
Q:Why does a query information for Diamond Search module appear on shop
front end?
A:Queries are displayed if shop is in debug mode. To disable it, set $this->iDebug = 0;
in shop config.inc.phpfile.
Q:How to exclude unwanted search terms?
A:Use stop words feature. Go to module settings section Indexing Settingsand in
textarea on bottom of the section enter comma separated list of words that should not be used
in search. It s configurable per language, so a list starts from language code, for example,
default list for Azure theme look like:
en => a,ahm,an,c,co,im,in,incl,let,sle,t,the,true,und,www
de => c,das,der,in,sle,t,true,www
Q:Why some search terms are not found by Diamond Search?
A:Check if terms are not in stop words lists: module settings section Indexing Settings
or translation files key “_DDR_STOP_WORDS_”
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Diamond Search in Screenshots
Autocomplete

Picture 1. Autocomplete
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Personalized Autocomplete Hints

Picture 2. Autocomplete - Personalized Hints
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Search Filters

Picture 3. Search Filters
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Price Range Search Filter

Picture 4. Search Filters - Price Range Filter
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Search Behaviour Options

Picture 5. Module Settings - Search Behaviour Options
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Diamond Search Monitor Page

Picture 6. Diamond Search Monitor Page
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Technical Stuff
This section describes Diamond Search technical aspects with PHP source code and
configuration examples.

Search fields configuration
File:
config.php(
example)
Purpose:
Configure which fields should be used in search, set up priorities, configure filters
and advanced search form.
/**
* You can adjust parameters, add or remove search fields here.
* NOTE: Be careful when editing - backup file before changing and be sure, You know what You are
doing!
*
* NOTE: To use different config per sub-shop use sample file `config/shop1.php.dist`
* `config/shop[n].php` file stands for sub-shop with ID = [n]
*
* Filed key - unique field name, UPPERCASE, max length 24 chars!
*
* Parameters are:
* table - model identifier - DB table name.
* field - DB field name of corresponding model.
* id
- (optional) An attribute ID for attribute fields.
* weight - integer value user for ranking calculation - higher value mean bigger priority in search.
* flag - (optional) special flag. Currently supports:
*
_DDR_NO_SPLIT_ - use it for short, one-word fields, that should not be spit,
*
e.g. article number, price, etc.
* filter - (optional) filter flag with sort order priority as a value.
*
Set it on fields You want to have as search filters - suitable for fields with limited selection of
values.
*
The bigger priority is the hither is position of a filter in filters list.
* form - (optional) advanced search form flag with sort order priority as value.
*
If set, field appears in advanced search form as drop down filter.
*
The bigger priority is the hither is position of a field in advanced search form.
*
NOTE: Advanced search form work only if `filter` is also set.
*/
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Indexing cron script
File:
cron.php
Purpose:
A script that indexes articles to make them available in search. In module settings
an amount of articles per each indexing run could be set up. The cron script is suggested to be
executed from command line and automated with crontab or similar tools.
/**
* This is indexing script for Diamond Search.
* It is build to run from a command line and accepts following arguments:
* 1. Language - (optional) Abbreviation of a language to index.
*
If not provided, active (default) language is always used.
*
Examples: en, de, ...
* 2. Shop ID - (optional) ID of a sub-shop to index article in.
*
If not provided, active (default) sub-shop ID is used.
*
Examples: oxbaseshop, myshop, 1, ...
* 3. Re-index - (optional) If this flag is provided, all articles are added for re-indexing queue before the
run.
*
Examples: 0, 1
* NOTE: An amount of articles indexed in each run is set in administration backend, Diamond Search
module setting.
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* Several usage examples:
* A. Index a bunch of articles from sub-shop with ID equal 1 in German language:
*
php cron.php de 1
* B. Index English articles bunch from a default shop (Note, that a full path might be needed to provide):
*
php /full/path/to/cron.php en
* C. Index default language articles bunch from a default shop:
*
php cron.php
* D. Add ALL article to indexing queue and index a bunch of English article from sub-shop with ID
"oxbaseshop":
*
php cron.php en oxbaseshop 1
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* Cron task configuration on most linux/unix systems:
* 1. Open user cron tasks for editing with command:
*
crontbab -e
*
* 2. Add a task to execute the corn script periodically.
*
Example is:
*/
//
*/5 * * * * php /full/path/to/oxid/modules/ddr/diamondsearch/cron.php
/*
* In the example above will script will be auto-executed each 5 minutes.
* ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
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Autocomplete initialization
File:
Purpose:

views/blocks/ddrdiamondsearchheaderblock.tpl
Extend a block where search field is located and make it use autocomplete.

If Your eShop theme has different search field ID, just change 2 occurrences of
“input#searchParam” to “input#[mySearchFieldId]”.
If You theme has different blocks structure, then in the module metadata.php file, change block
name to Your custom instead of default “widget_header_search_form”.

Filters widget insertion
File:
Purpose:

views/blocks/ddrdiamondsearchsidebarfilters.tpl
Includes sidebar filters widget

If You theme does not use block “widget_locator_attributes” or You just want to place filters
somewhere else, just use filters widget tag in any template:
[{oxid_include_widget cl="DdrDiamondSearchFiltersWidget"}]

And remember, filters are configured in the config.phpfile.

Advanced search form widget insertion (not yet in
v0.6.2)
File:
Purpose:

views/blocks/ddrdiamondsearchsidebarfilters.tpl
Includes advanced search form widget

Basically it is all like with filters widget, is You need to change location, just insert a template tag
anywhere:
[{oxid_include_widget cl="DdrDiamondSearchFormWidget"}]

And remember, the form is also configured in the config.phpfile.
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Promotion articles widget insertion
File:
Purpose:

views/blocks/ddrdiamondsearchmaincontent.tpl
Includes default promotion articles widget

To change its title and articles query, go to OXID eShop back end and adjust it in module
settings, section Promotion Articles Widget Settingsand adjust the values.
For advance user of customized widget see the comment below:
/**
* Class DdrDiamondSearchArticlesWidget.
* Promotion articles list widget.
*
* Usage
* - Default list based on module configuration in eShop back end:
*
[{oxid_include_widget cl="DdrDiamondSearchArticlesWidget"}]
*
* - Custom widget with based on given search request and title
*
[{oxid_include_widget cl="DdrDiamondSearchArticlesWidget" query="My search query"
title="MY_TRANSLATION"}]
*
* -- query: It is just a search query, test it in eShop search field.
*
If not present, default values from module settings is used.
*
If empty, widget will not be shown.
* -- title: It is a translation string for box heading.
*
If not present, default values from module settings is used.
*
If empty, title is just no shown.
*/
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Stop words configuration
Files:

Key:
Purpose:

translations/de/ddrdiamondsearch_lang.php
translations/en/ddrdiamondsearch_lang.php
…
_DDR_STOP_WORDS_
Stores default stop words for in language files.

These are most common, default stop words, which are always skipped while indexing articles
data. But You can adjust these lists: if some word is actually needed in You shop - remove it
from stop words and it will not be skipped anymore.
For custom stop words configuration, go to module settings section Indexing Settingsand in
textarea on bottom of the section enter comma separated list of words that should not be used
in search. It s configurable per language, so a list starts from language code, for example,
default list for Azure theme look like:
en => a,ahm,an,c,co,im,in,incl,let,sle,t,the,true,und,www
de => c,das,der,in,sle,t,true,www
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Release Notes
v0.6.2
●
●
●
●

Admin translations folder fix for moder OXID eShop versions
No session start forcing by default (new setting for legacy shops)
Enhance versioning and docs, added GIT ignore for sub-shop config files
CSM search whitelisting settings added

Older versions
Please refer to docs/CHANGELOG.TXT.
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